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We have leveraged the existing collaboration between the Technical Services departments of Canada's top 5 research libraries, Library and Archives Canada, and the Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec to form a Canadian Linked Data Initiative. Working cooperatively, this group, along other units in each library, will articulate, plan, and find funding for a suite of projects that will coordinate the metadata production activities of our library's technical services units, special collections, and digital libraries in both English and French. Working together and with partners in Canada, US, and Europe our goal is to provide a path to linked data readiness for our institutions and leadership for the adoption of linked data by libraries across Canada.

NOTE: We are currently assessing the overall work/structure of CLDI and expect to update this site early in 2019. Some working groups are continuing to meet during the assessment, please check individual pages.

If you are interested in learning more, please link to the website below and join us in Montreal for the Canadian Linked Data Summit October 24 to 25, 2016

CLDS Français : https://www.mcgill.ca/clds/fr
CLDS English : https://www.mcgill.ca/clds/
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